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EFFICIENT DESIGN OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL RECURSIVE DIGITAL FILTERS* 

{Final Report) 

A. INTRODUgTIOW 

In recent years, tnere has been a rapid increase in the number of applica
tions requiring tne digital processing of two-dimensional (2-D) signals. Typical 
areas of application have included; 1} satellite-Dorne remote pnotograp. / for 
tne monitoring of environmental effects, earth resources, and urban land use; 2) 
processing of geological and seismological data in tne exploration for a and 
natural gas; 3) 3-D imaging of tne Drain using multiple 2-D projection teumi-
t)tjes; and V> Vfie •prweft'rns Trt utetrrea1! ant TirfnffiVrtah Tatfrugraptis. 

In most 2-0 signal processing applications, the goal is to somehow extract 
some desired information from a 2-D data a m y by performing appropriate opera
tions on tnAt data. Perhaps the most common metnod of extracting the desired 
information is via 2-D digital filtering. As in 1-D, there are two filtering 
implementations in the 2-D case: nonrecursive and recursive. Nonrecursive 
(FIR) 2-D digital filters can be characterized by tne difference equation 

y(ifl.n) = 1 I h(k,JD x (m-x.n-a) (l) 

where y{(in,r')} is the output array, {h(Jc,£)} is t«e f i l t e r array ( f i n i t e extent), 
and {x(m,n)f is the input array. Tne more gaieral recursive (IIR) 
f Utevs *.r<a characterized, ay the. gfljiafcvia 

I b(k,A)y(m-k,n-S.) = 1 J a(k,Ji)x(n-k,n-£) (2) 
f, k i. 

where the arrays {o(k,Jl)} and {a(k,K.)} describe tne recursive filter, dotn th? 
nonrecursive and tne recursive 2-D filters can alternately be characterized in 
tne frequency domain oy tne digital transfer function ti{z-,,z?) defined as 
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7 {y(«),n)} 

H(z,,z ) - ± (3) 
1 l J W m' n» 

Tn ere are oasically two steps in tne development of a 2-U digital filter: 
design a n c l implementation. Tne design step involves the determination of a 
transfe1" function H{Z],z2) meeting the specified, deterministic space domain 
or freq u e n cy domain requirements within at acceptaole error pound. If a FIR 
filter is desired, H(Zj,z2) nas to oe a finite degree polynomial in z^ and z~ . 
On tne other hand, if an IIR filter is desired, H(z),z z; nas to be expressed 
as a ratio of two polynomials, 

A(z,.z2) - I I a(«,«VV (4) 

uiv*,) = i £ •»(K.*j*r lV 4 ( 5 ) 

witn re?' coefficients. A problem associated with tne design of lift filters 
(and no* tne FIR case) is that of stability. Tnis involves tne necessity 0f 
ensuring that H(z,,z 2), wnen implemented, will lead to a staole filter for 
wnich trie output sequence will remain bouided for all possible bounded input 
sequences. After a suitable transfer function has been determined, the cor
responding 2-D filter is usually implemented on a general purpose computer. 
This implementation is oased on the recursive difference equation of (2) fd r 

an IIR filter or the convolution sum of (1) for a FIR filter. 

Our investigations over the grant period nave been concerned witn the 
development of efficient techniques for the design and implementation of tv'o-
dimensional (2-0) recursive digital filters satisfying prescrioed frequency 
response specifications. Tne primary empnasis in this worn involved the 
general class of 2-0 recursive filters krown as naif-plane filters as 
descried by Eq. (2). 

TniS report outlines the progress of Bur activities during tne grant 
period (8/78 - 7/7U). Tnis work can be rti ded into seven oasic project 
areas, e^n of wnicn is described oelow. Project 1 deals witn a comparative 
study of 2-0 recursive and nonrecursive digital filters. Tne second project 
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addresses a new design tecnnique for 2-D naif-plane recursive filters, and 
projects 3-5 deal witn implementation issues. Tne sixtn project presents our 
recent study of tne applicability of array processors to 2-D digital signal 
processing. The final project involves our investigation into tecnniques for 
incorporating symmetry constraints on 2-0 recursive filters in order to yield 
more efficient implementations. 

8. SUMMARY OF RESEARCH 

Project 1: A Comparative Study of Nonrecursive and Recursive 2-0 Digital Filters 

Even tnough the main aim of our investigations nas ueen tne design and 
implementation of 2-D recursive filters, it was felt necessary to undertake a 
project comparing the recursive approach to the nonrecursive approacn of pro
cessing 2-0 data. A complete study of the comparative capabilities of tne 
numerous 2-0 nonrecursive and recursive filter design procedures is a formid
able task and beyond the scope of this presentation. Instead, we restricted 
our attention to a comparison of the half-plane recursive filter design results 
of [3J and the nonrecursive filter design results, via the generalized rtcClellan 
transformation.* A specific practical design example was utilized for compar
ison purposes and it showed very clearly the aDility of 2-D recursive filters 
to yield excellent responses with fewer coefficients tnan nonrecursive filters 
require. This difficulty is seen to oe partially overcome by using nonrecursive 
filters with very efficient implementations. Although the example discussed 
contains just one nonrecursive and one recursive design procedure, our experi
ence with other examples and other procedures indicates tnat it is fairly 
representative of the relative capaoilities of recursive and nonrecursive 
filters in two dimensions. Results of this investigation were presented at an 
international conference [1]. 

*R. M. Mersereau, U. F. G. Mecklenbrauker and T. F. Quatieri, Jr., "McC'ellart 
Transformations for Two-Di.nensional Digital Filtering: I-Oesign," IEEE Trans. 
Circuits and Systems, Vol. CAS-23, pp. 405-414, 1976. ~ 
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Project 2: Design of 2-D Recursive Filters Via a Spectral Factorization 
Approach 

A key project under this grant is to develop a general technique fOr 

designing stable, 2-D recLrsive filters. Our approach involves using -> 
spectral factorization in the following manner. A frequency domain descrip
tion "f tne filter is first ootained from its specification (in spatial o r 

frequency oomain). This filter function is then decomposed into components 
wnic n a r e recursively stable. Tnis otcoinposition is the so-called spectral 
factorization step and leads directly to the recursive filter form. 

In contrast to tne 1-D case, the 1-0 spectral factorization nas many canon
ical forms eacn cnaracterizaole by amlyticity properties of tne factor's- ° n e 

fonrt» w n e n applied to recursive filtering, results in tne four factor quarter 
plan^ decomposition. Another canonicil form results in a new class of half-
plane recursive filters. These filters have the property that any 2-D magni
tude specification can be approximate* arbitrarily well Oy meinoers of t nis 
class. Such a result is not availabl* using a causal quarter-plane factor, as 
demonstrated by the theory. Unfortunitely, 2-D polynomials do not factor into 
finite order factors. However, spectral factorization in two-dimensions does 
reta™ the analyticity properties which result in recursive filter stability. 
Tnus as in 1-D, oy incorporating this factorization into a design method whicn 
provides the constraint of finite, prescribed filter order, one could nave 

Tne main tnrust of our design won nas tnus oeen to incorporate 2-D spec
tral factorization into practical design metnods for half-plane recursive 
filters. This is motivated primarily oy the fact tnat the guaranteed analytic
ity of tne factors negates the need for cumbersome and time consuming stability 
tests at each stage in the design procedure. A problem witn this approAcn is 
the need to enforce a finite order constraint on the spectral factors. 
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Our design algorithm is based on a nonlinear optimization procedure witn a 
joint or dual constraint. One constraint in tne spatial domain leads to finite 
order factorizations, the other in the frequency domain leads to satisfying the 
prescrioed filter specification. Our initial development involved designing 
half-plane filters to a prescribed magnitude function. This avoids problems 
in defining the complex cepstrum in the spectral factorization. To our Know
ledge, tnis is the only general design algorithm yet developed for the design 
of 2-D recursive digital filters wnicii are guaranteed to be stable. In addi
tion, we nave completed the following refinements to the design procedure; 
1) inclusion of a numerator polynomial in tne technique, and 2) studying alter
native optimization methods for the solution of tne dual constraint problem. 
A paper documenting tnese results has appeared in a journal L3j. 

Project 3: A General Realization Scheme for Half-Plane 2-1) Digital Transfer 
Functions 

ODtaining tne hardware realizations of 2-D digital filters is one of tne 
major goals of 2-D filter researchers, because otherwise, tne entire theory 
Becomes an academic exercise. However, oecause of tne innerent impossioi lity 
of factorizing arbitrary 2-D polynomials, alt realization techniques for tne 
general 2-0 digital transfer functions presented so far deal with the realiza
tion of such functions as a whole. In tnis project we have completed the 
development of a realization scheme which makes use of basic building blocks 
(such as delay elements, advance elements, multipliers, and adders) and takes 
into account the restriction of a fixed direction of recursion. 

A 2-D half-plane digital filter configuration can be conveniently 
represented by block diagrams, tne basic elements of which are: constant 
multipliers, multi-input adders, delay elements zT and z~, , and advance 
elements Zj and z~. Using these elements, a circuit-theoretic realization of a 
rational 2-D digital transfer function (with unit numerator) nas oeen developed 
under this project. Tne final structure is a single input, sinyle output con
figuration witn no delay-free loops wnicn is aamissiple in tne sense tnat for 
a fixed direction of recursion all the internal node variable values in the 
configuration are uniquely determined by previously computed node signal 
values. 
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frel iminary results of this project were presented at an inter nation 3' 
conference [2J and a complete pape<- is under preparation for submission to a 
journal L 6 ] . 

|ne realization method developed hinges upon a novel extension of the 
realisation metnod for 2-0 quarter-plane recursive digital filters developed 
under the support of tne previous grant (rtSF Grant ENG 7i>-15027) and pup'isned 
in a journal.* 

Project 4: Block Implementation of 2-D Recursive Digital Filters 

in tne conventional implementation of recursive digital filters, the input 
sequence is processed one sample at a lime to generate one sample of output 
sequence. An alternate implementation approach considered under tnis project 
is tne processing of a DIOCK of input samples at one time to generate a P'ock 
of output samples. Several new block implementation scnemes have oeen <jeve1-
opeo ana properties of these schemes heve been fully investigated. The 
complete results of this project have teen compiled in a paper and submitted 
to a journal for possible publication [7]. 

Project 5: Hardware Implementation of 2-D Digital Filters 

Tfiis project was concerned with tne hardware implementation of 2-D digital 
filte f S- To t-ftis end, two basically different approaches were developed under 
the support of NSG Grant 75-15027. In one of the approaches, tne implementa
tion Of a recursive 2-D digital filter using Read-Only-Memory (ROM) was 
investigated. 

Iri 1974, Peled and Liu** forwarded a new approach to tne implementation of 
1-D digit*' filters. Tnis implementation is based on repeated table loofc~uPs 

*S. K. Mitra and "j. CnakraDarti, "A General Method for Realizing 2-D Digi t a l 

Transfer Function," IEEE Trans, on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing* 
Ifol. ASSP-27, pp. 54^550, December 1979. 
**A. peled and B. Liu, "A New Hardware tealization of Digital Filters," IEEE 
Trans, on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing, Vol. ASSP-22, pp. 456-*>2, 
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and additions as the basic operations. This approach is different from otner 
approacnes in tne sense that it does not employ any multiplier in tne implemen
tation. Burks-Goldstine-von Neumann's repeated aodition algoritnm is employed 
for multiplication (with data represented oy 2's complement coc1;) in whicn all 
comDinations of partial products are stored in the RON beforehand. By appro
priate addressing of tne ROM, a partial sum is selected, added to the partial 
sum residing in another register, and stored witn proper shift. This process 
is continued as many times as the number of Pits used to represent the signal. 
Tne main advantaye of tnis method is tnat it offers significant reduction in 
cost and power consumption for the same speed of operation as tnat of existing 
realizations. Also, the method allows us to reach speeds of operation which 
cannot be achieved by other existing realization methods. 

In this project, we implemented in hardware form a recursive digital filter 
structure in a manner similar to that described by Peled and Liu, and nave 
verified the feasibility of the ROM-based implementation approach described 
earlier.* 

Project 6: Array Processor Implementation of 2-D Digital Filters 

Tne introduction of the array processor (AP) provides tne potential of very 
efficient, cost-effective implementations of digital signal processing proce
dures SUCH as the 2-0 filtering descrioed by Eqs. (l)-(2). An array processor 
is a nigh-speed arithmetic processor which, when connected with a nost computer 
(typically a minicomputer), provides tne floating-point computational power of 
a mega-dollar mainframe computer at a small fraction (a few percent) of tne 
cost. This is acnieved via tne use of parallel, pipelined floating point units 
and very fast registers, data memory, and program memory. 

*R. Gnanasekaran, K. Mondal and S. K. Hitra, "Hardware Implementations of 
Two-Oimensional Digital Filters Using ROMs," Proc. 1977 IEEE International 
Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Proc -*mg, Hartford, CT, pp. 
519-522, May 19/7. — 
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The applicability of array processor technology to 2-0 digital signal pro
cessing h&s been investigated in this project. Several key 2-0 digital signel 
processing algorithms were implemented and compared with otner conventional 
processors, indicating tnat array processors are extremely cost-effective for 
image processing applications. For efficient implementation using the array 
processor, t>0tn CPU and 1/0 effects were considered* and arcnitecture consider
ations su^t, a S tne amount of memory availaDle in the AP were analyzed witn 
respect to tneir impact on the 2-0 signal processing algoritnms. 

In tn^ first jjhase of tnis project, the implementation of 2-D finite 
impulse r 6 S p 0 n s e (FIR) digital filters via tne 2-D FFT algoritmn, was investi
gated. Kesults of this investigation were presented at an international 
conference ĵ 4j, j n tne next pnase, otner £-0 image processing algoritmns wer-e 

implemented using tne array processing minicomputer facility. Tnese later 
results were presented at another international conference [5J-

Project 7: Symmetry conditions for 2-U Half-Plant Recursive Filters 

Tne p r 0 D i e m 0f designing a two-dimensional digital filter to approximate a 

specified frequency response is often simplified by making use of symmetries 
wnicn appe a r 1 n tne magnitude response. This is because frequency domain 
symmetries result in symmetries in tne space domain as well, thereby substan
tially red U Cing the number of filter coefficients which must be determined. 
Anotner benefit of tne resulting space domain symmetries is tnat filter 
realization may De simplified. 

Our investigation into the symmetry properties of £-0 naif-plane recursive 
filters, whicn augments the results of Projects 1 and 2, were summarized in 
tne report [sj. ft similar analysis was performed for 2-0 nonrecursive filter 
symmetry conditions, with the results appearing in £9]. 

In addition, we developed a natural extension of tne 2-D spectral factoru 
zation resists (which are a crucial component of the general design technique 
developbd for project 2) to tne M-dimensional case. These results have oeen 
puolished i n a journal L'OJ. 
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